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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.
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On January 6 2019, Dana Martin was the first known transgender person to be killed. In 2019. Ms.
Martin was found shot to death in her vehicle in Montgomery, Alabama. She was initially
misgendered by law enforcement in their report. At least 29 transgender people were killed in the
United States in 2017. And at least 26 in 2018. Those numbers are approximate. They don't reflect
the true scope of anti trans violence, because police and media reports routinely Miss gender
trans victims. Add to that the number of unreported incidents of assault and harassment
experienced by members of the trans community. And we're looking at a problem the scope of
which remains frighteningly under documented, hate is born of fear. Fear casts the other as
devoid of humanity. One remedy for the barbarism of fear is compassion. And poems are good
for planting the seeds of compassion. Today's poem is trans is against nostalgia, by Taylor
Johnson, whose preferred pronoun is they. The poems very title tells me that looking backward to
an idealized past is not a choice for those living in transgender bodies. And the poems opening
lines. Every day, I build the little boat. My body boat, tells me that the construction of an identity
is not a one and done kind of thing, but an ongoing enterprise. How could it be anything else, for
a person whose sense of self is subject to contest station and invalidation on a daily basis, and if
you've ever lived a day with unavailable physical or emotional pain, you know how long a day
can sometimes be. But there is hope in this poem, and strength and belief in what the poem
speaker describes as, quote, a new language. I'm learning by speaking it. I believe that new
language is something we must all become willing to speak and learn. Trends is against nostalgia,
by Taylor Johnson. Every day I build a little boat, my body boat hold for the unique one, the
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formless soul, the blue fire that coaxes my being into being. Yes, there was music in the woods,
and I was in love with the trees, and a beautiful man grew my heartbeat in his hands. And there
was my mother's regret that I slept with. To live there is pointless. I'm building the boat the same
way I build a new love. Looking ahead at the terrain, and the water is rising. And the generous
ones are moving on. Oh, new day, I get to build the boat. I tell myself to live again. Somehow, I
made it out of being 15 and wanting to jump off the roof of my attic room. Somehow I survived my
loneliness and throwing up in a jail cell. Oh, new day. I've broken my own heart. The boat is still
here is fortified in my brokenness. I've picked up the hammer every day and forgiven myself. There
is a new language I'm learning by speaking it. I'm a blind cartographer. I know the way fearing the
distance. Oh, new day. There isn't a part of you don't love to fear. I'm holding hands with the poet
speaking of light, saying, I made it up. I made it up. The slow down is a production of American
public media in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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